
PARIS: A Russian call for fighters from Syria and
Chechnya to join its war in Ukraine is motivated by
plans to take major cities with urban warfare tactics
which will require overwhelmingly superior attack-
ing numbers, Western observers say.

After three weeks of fighting, all of the 150,000
Russian soldiers initially deployed at the Ukrainian
border are now inside the country, experts say.
“The Russians have no more reserves in the zone,” a
source at the French military chiefs of staff told AFP.

But if President Vladimir Putin wants to capture
major cities such as Kyiv and the Black Sea port of
Odessa, he will have to
bolster troops on the
ground after an initial cam-
paign phase that has been
slower than the Kremlin
expected. This could
equate to a numerical
superiority of roughly 10
attackers for every
Ukrainian soldier defend-
ing the urban centers,
according to a military
source, who asked not to
be named. Local knowledge, mobility and early
occupation of vantage points typically favor defend-
ing forces in urban combat, adding the source.

The Kremlin said Friday that volunteers including
from Syria were welcome to fight alongside Russia’s
military in Ukraine. Yesterday, a war monitor said
Russia had drawn up lists of 40,000 fighters from
Syrian army and allied militia ranks to be put on
standby for deployment in Ukraine.

‘Massive reinforcements needed’ 
In a country where soldiers earn between $15

and $35 per month, Russia has promised them a
salary of $1,100 to fight in Ukraine, the Observatory
reported. 

“Putin needs more troops than he thought he

would. And he needs irregular troops because this
war is becoming insurrectional,” a Western security
source said. After failing to conquer Ukraine quick-
ly, “Russia now needs massive reinforcements in
terms of equipment and troops” to continue the war,
said Mathieu Boulegue, a research fellow specializ-
ing in Russia at Chatham House, a think tank.

Moscow’s recourse to Syrian soldiers follows on
from Russia’s intervention in 2015 in the war-torn
country on behalf of the government, helping
President Bashar al-Assad clock up decisive victo-
ries in the decade-long conflict. Russia’s airforce

notably helped Syrian
forces during their siege
of rebel-held Aleppo.
Syrian fighters have been
deployed in foreign the-
atres before, by both
Russia and Turkey in
Libya, and by Turkey in
Nagorno-Karabakh to
help Ankara’s ally
Azerbaijan.

Putin has ordered his
forces “to hold back on

any immediate assault on large cities,” Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said Monday. But, he
added, the defense ministry “does not rule out” the
possibility of putting large cities “under its full con-
trol”.

Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky
slammed the Russian recruitment in Syria, saying
Russia was hiring “murderers”.

‘Guess how close we are’ 
Fighters from Russia’s overwhelmingly Muslim

southern region of Chechnya are also loyal to the
Kremlin and battle-hardened from reported past
deployments in Syria and eastern Ukraine.

Numerous videos posted on social media have sug-
gested that they are already present inside Ukraine.

Ramzan Kadyrov, the strongman leader of
Chechnya, claimed on his Telegram channel
Monday that he had been in Ukraine just outside
Kyiv alongside the forces. “You don’t have much
time left,” he wrote in a taunting message to the
Ukrainian leadership. “Better to surrender and join
us,” he said, adding in a gloating aside: “guess how
close we are” to Kyiv.

Kadyrov, a devout Muslim who rules the Russian
region in the northern Caucasus with an iron fist, is
a former rebel turned Kremlin ally with a paramili-

tary force at his command. At the start of the
Russian offensive, images circulated on social net-
works showing a square in the Chechen capital
Grozny filled with soldiers claiming to be on their
way to Ukraine. Kadyrov’s forces are accused by
rights activists of numerous abuses in Chechnya,
including killings and enforced disappearances.

Yesterday, Kadyrov indicated he was back in
Chechnya, welcoming to the region the secretary of
Russia’s national security council Nikolai Patrushev,
a key member of Putin’s inner circle.  —AFP

Kremlin plans to take major cities with urban warfare tactics

Russia rallies militias ahead 
of Ukraine urban assaults

LVIV, Ukraine: People and servicemen attend funerals of Oleh Yaschyshyn, Sergiy Melnyk and Rostyslav
Romanchuk, Ukrainian servicemen killed during Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, at Lychakiv cemetery in
the western Ukrainian city of Lviv yesterday. —AFP

Swiss neutrality 
under fire over 
Ukraine war
BERN: Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has
pushed Switzerland to shed taboos,
with calls for rearmament and
unprecedented sanctions putting its
deeply engrained neutrality to the test
of a war in Europe.

Critics in Switzerland have warned
that government moves could “torpe-
do” one of the wealthy Alpine nation’s
key principles, dictating no involve-
ment in conflicts between other states.
After Russian troops entered Ukraine
on February 24, Bern cited that neu-
trality when it initially refrained from
jumping onboard with biting sanctions
imposed by the European Union.

But four days later, the government
buckled to international pressure and
imposed all the EU sanctions, prompt-
ing criticism it was throwing neutrality
to the wind. The move, which the gov-
ernment insisted was “compatible”
with  its neutrality, was widely wel-
comed on the international stage.

It even earned a mention in US
President Joe Biden’s State of the
Union address, when he hailed that
“even Switzerland” was with those
striving to hold Moscow accountable
for its aggression. But at home, it
sparked outrage from the far right,
which demands total neutrality, both
on military and political.

The largest party, the populist
r ight-wing Swiss People’s Party
(SVP), has threatened to push the
issue to a referendum, as part of the
country’s direct democracy system.
The SVP has also lashed out at Bern’s
efforts to gain a non-permanent seat
on the UN Security Council, warning
this would “torpedo” the country’s
neutral ity. The government has
argued that if it is granted the seat in
June elections, it can simply abstain
on issues that cast doubt on its neu-
trality.

“Schizophrenia” 
The Swiss candidacy has meanwhile

received backing from most lawmak-
ers, and all other parties have voiced
support for the sanctions. “This marks
a move towards a more active political
neutrality,” Swiss-American political

scientist Daniel Warner told AFP.
Former president Micheline Calmy-

Rey has chimed in, insisting that while
militarily neutral, Switzerland is “free
to defend its interests by adapting its
foreign policy, and is free to impose
sanctions”.

Switzerland distinguishes between
the law of neutrality-which was codi-

fied in The Hague Conventions of
1907 and which imposes non-partici-
pation in international armed con-
flict-and the policy of neutrality. The
latter is not governed by law, and its
implementation “is determined
according to the international context
of the moment”, the government
explains on its website. —AFP

GENEVA: Critics in Switzerland have warned that government moves could
“torpedo” one of the wealthy Alpine nation’s key principles.

Ukraine memes 
proliferate despite 
grim realities of war
PARIS: A giant Adolf Hitler bends down and pats a
docile Vladimir Putin on the cheek, master to pupil, in a
picture posted on Ukraine’s official Twitter account on
February 24 — the day the invasion began.

The message that follows reads: “This is not a
‘meme’, but our and your reality right now.”

Almost two million people have liked the tweet and
many thousands have shared it, making it one of the
defining viral takes of the war so far. Yet the country’s
official messaging is only a tiny part of the story of
memes in the Ukraine war. For two weeks after the
invasion, Ukraine’s official account pivoted away from
humor, allowing the internet to fill the void. Dozens of
dedicated accounts sprang up and social media plat-
forms have been flooded with content-from cats in
cardboard tanks on TikTok to endless jokes about
World War III and reworked scenes from Star Wars
movies. But beyond a few seconds of mirth, do memes
have a wider role?

“I don’t think memes are going to end the war,” says

Charlie Gere, a sociology professor from Lancaster
University in the UK. He describes memes in general as
“nihilistic japing” likely to have minimal impact outside
their own cultural sphere. The war has given rise to one
meme that has crossed from internet curiosity to real-
world product. The Saint Javelin meme-depicting a
Madonna figure in the style of a religious icon clutch-
ing a rocket launcher-now features on T-shirts and var-
ious other merchandise sold by Canada-based mar-
keter Christian Borys.

He says all his profit goes to the Ukrainian war effort
and told the BBC he had raised more than $1 million
(910,000 euros). Memes are more commonly regarded
as an effective way of spreading a message and engag-
ing audiences. Christian Dumais, a writer and comedian
whose Twitter alter ego “Drunk Hulk” has been behind
plenty of viral content over the years, says Ukraine has
been incredibly clear in its use of memes.

“A meme’s ability to re-contextualize what we’re
seeing in the world in order to subvert, inspire, pro-
voke, and educate is redefining how we can reach peo-
ple,” he says.

Vincent Miller of Kent university in the UK, author
of “Understanding Digital Culture”, sees memes as a
kind of conversation that can enable political debate
to flourish. “Given their anonymous nature and ori-
gins, memes allow people to avoid a lot of the friction
and social divisiveness often involved with making

political statements online,” he told AFP.
Whether impactful or not, memes will continue to

proliferate around the war. Ukraine’s official Twitter,
after a two-week hiatus, returned to memes on the
weekend, posting an image ridiculing Russian tanks
and another highlighting the collapsing Russian
economy. —AFP
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China wary of being 
impacted by 
Russia sanctions
BEIJING: China does not want to be impacted by
Western economic sanctions on Russia, the foreign
ministry said yesterday, as pressure grows on Beijing
to withdraw support from an isolated Moscow.

Beijing has refused to condemn its close ally Russia
over its invasion of Ukraine, while blaming the United
States and NATO’s “eastward expansion” for worsen-
ing tensions. Moscow and Beijing have grown closer in
recent times, in what Washington sees as an increas-
ingly hostile alliance of the authoritarian nuclear pow-
ers. “China is not a party to the crisis, still less wants to
be affected by the sanctions,” Foreign Minister Wang
Yi said, according to a readout of a phone call with his
Spanish counterpart Jose Manuel Albares published
yesterday. China has “always opposed using sanctions
to solve problems, let alone unilateral sanctions that
have no basis in international law”, Wang said, accord-
ing to the readout.

Around three weeks after Russian troops marched
into Ukraine, Moscow’s forces have bombarded and
besieged several towns and cities. Wang’s comments
were published after a seven-hour meeting between
high-ranking US and Chinese officials in Rome, at
which Washington said the US had expressed concern
about “alignment” between Russia and China.

US media has reported that Russia has asked China
for military and economic assistance, as its troops strug-
gle to make ground and its economy faces devastation
from Western sanctions. The New York Times, citing
unnamed US officials, said there was no indication
whether China had responded. But Beijing has so far
sent mixed signals on Russia’s bloody invasion and US
officials say the jury is still out on how China will act.

Foreign ministry spokesman yesterday told
reporters that Beijing “strongly urges the US not to
harm China’s legitimate rights and interests when han-
dling relations with Russia”. Asked about articles say-
ing Moscow had asked Beijing for help, Zhao accused
the US of “spreading disinformation” against China.
“Our aim is very clear, that is, to promote de-escala-
tion of the situation... and end the conflict,” he added.

In the Rome meeting on Monday with US
National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan, China’s sen-
ior diplomat Yang Jiechi reiterated the country’s
stance that Beijing is “committed to promoting peace
talks”, the official Xinhua news agency reported yes-
terday. China called on all parties to exercise “maxi-
mum restraint” and “protect civilians” in the Ukraine
crisis at the meeting. —AFP
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LVIV, Ukraine: Daughter of Rostyslav Romanchuk stands
near the portrait of her father during funerals of Oleh
Yaschyshyn, Sergiy Melnyk and Rostyslav Romanchuk,
Ukrainian servicemen killed during Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, at Lychakiv cemetery in the western Ukrainian
city of Lviv yesterday. —AFP

100,000 Britons 
willing to host 
Ukraine refugees
LONDON: Over 100,000 Britons have expressed
interest in hosting Ukrainian refugees, as part of a
government program for households to take in
those fleeing Russia’s invasion, Prime Minister Boris
Johnson said yesterday. “It’s fantastic that over
100,000 people and organizations have recorded
their interest in supporting Ukrainians fleeing the

war,” he tweeted. “Thank you to everyone across
the country who has stepped up to offer their help
so far,” he said, less than 24 hours after the launch
of the “Homes for Ukraine” program.

The scheme enables individuals, charities, com-
munity groups and businesses to volunteer accom-
modation for refugees for a minimum of six months.
It is open to Ukrainian nationals and their immedi-
ate family members and will allow them to live and
work in the UK for up to three years and access
healthcare, benefits and education.

Hosts, who will be given £350 ($457, 418 euros)
a month, must submit the names of those they wish
to sponsor, with NGOs and charities working to
identify those most in need. The UK has faced criti-

cism over its policy towards those fleeing the vio-
lence in Ukraine, with places limited to those who
already have family in the country. But Johnson has
defended the scheme, insisting last week the coun-
try was “absolutely determined to be as generous
as we possibly can be”. 

Unequal treatment 
The government has previously come under fire

for its response to the evacuation of Kabul after the
Taleban takeover in August last year. Some 15,000
people were taken out of the Afghan capital but the
rushed nature of the evacuation meant thousands of
Afghans who had worked with the UK there were
left behind. The UK has meanwhile been under

domestic pressure to do more to prevent migrants
crossing the Channel on small boats, putting them-
selves at risk in the busy shipping lane.

Johnson made “taking back control” of the UK’s
borders a key issue in the successful campaign to
take the country out of the European Union. But
putting that into practice has proved more prob-
lematic. Record numbers-more than 28,000 —
crossed last year and, unlike for Ukraine’s refugees,
finding suitable accommodation has been a prob-
lem. Campaigners have said that because of an
over-stretched and under-funded system, many
asylum seekers spend months stuck in taxpayer-
funded hotels while their applications are
processed. —AFP


